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Drop forgings are usually made in machines called Drop Presses or Drop Hammers.
The first use of drop hammers was in the construction of firearms, by Col. Samuel Colt in 
la5S. The hammer in Col. Colt's machine was raised by a vertical revolving screw. In labl,
"Golding & Cheney” obtained a patent on a drop hammer, the principal feature or which was, that 
the hammer was raised by means of a leather belt between friction rolls. The first patents on 
"Merrill Bros.'" hammer were taken out in lat>2, and others were taken out in lat>7.
Joshua Rose, in "Modern Machine Shop Practice", describing a drop hammer says: "This ma­
chine consists of a base or anvil, a hammer which moves up and down between two uprights, and a 
lifting device which is secured to the top of the uprights".
In all drop hammers, when the blow is to be struck, the lifting device is disconnected and 
the force of the blow is due only to the weight of the hammer ana dies failing ireely through t. 
chosen height. This gives what is called a dead blow.
Drop hammers may be divided into three groups according to the method of lifting the ham­
mer. These groups are:
Friction roll drops.
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Crank drops. 
Steam drops.
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In United States there are more manufacturers building the friction roll drops than either 
of the other kinds. For this make of drop hammer, the lifting device consists of a pair or 
rolls that are brought in contact with a board which passes between them and is fastened to the 
hammer; the friction of the rolls on the board raising the hammer. Figs. (1) to (U) inclusive 
show cuts of some of these hammers which differ only in the details of construction. They all 
give the"dead blow"
Fig. (1) is a cut of the hammer made by the Billings & Spencer Co. of Hartford, Conn.
Tn this hammer, the pulleys (a a) are on separate shafts with a friction roll on each shaft.
The pulleys are made of "The Rockwood Compressed Baper" and rotate in opposite directions.
When the treadle (b) is pressed down it releases the clamp (c) and as the rolls are held away 
from the board while the hammer is at rest, there is nothing to hold the hammer so it falls 
freely. There is an inclined surface (f) cast on the hammer which presses out the piece (g ) 
as the hammer reaches the bottom of the stroke, and this allows the rod (d) to fall by its own 
weight. When the rod (d) falls, it moves the roll (e) so that it presses the board (h) tight­
ly between the two rolls. These rolls revolve continuously in opposite directions so that the 
friction between the board and the rolls raises the hammer. The hammer rises until it strikes 
the lever (m) and as the ram continues to rise it raises the rod (d) which moves the rolls a- 
part again. Tf the treadle is still down holding the catch (c) so that it will not stop the 
hammer, another blow will be struck.
Fig.(3) shows the method used for moving the rolls together or separating them. The part
3that are the same as in Fig. (1) are lettered the same. The back roll (o) rotates in rixed 
bearings that can be adjusted lor different thicknesses of boards. The roll (e) i3 keyed to 
the shaft (k) which rotates in the eccentric bushings (p). These bushings are fastened to the 
rod (d) by the pieces (sss). If the rod (d) is moved downward, it is seen that the roil (e) 
is brought toward the roll (o). This would clamp the board and raise the hammer.
When the hammer is rising, it hits the lever (m) and raises it while the hammer is moving 
with a certain velocity. This raises the rod (d) which separates the rolls, and the catch at 
(g) holds them in that position. When the rolls are ;separated, they cease to exert any pull 
on the hammer, but the hammer, due to its kinetic energy, rises a little higher allowing the 
catch (c) to come into place. When the kinetic energy of the ram is expended, it falls back a 
short distance striking the catch (c) with some force, on one side oi: the hammer only. This 
tilts the hammer and causes a side blow against the opposite housing which is liable to break it 
Tf the lever (m) i3 not set in the right position it is easily seen that one of two things will 
happen, either the catch will not come into place and another blow be struck when it is not ex­
pected, or else the hammer will rise so high that when it falls against the catch (c) it will 
give a dangerous blow.
Fig. (3) is a cut of the hammer biiilt by Merrill Bros, of Brooklyn, N. Y. . This drop ham­
mer is practically like the one shown in Fig. (1), differing only in the trip (g) and the means 
of raising the rod (d). Instead of using a lever as (m) , Fig (1), the hammer in rising strike 
against the piece (B), F'ig (3), which is clamped to the rod (a). The roll (e) is advanced by
#
the eccentric bushings as in Fig. (1), a 3light change being made in the levers that move the  ^
bushings. When the hammer reaches the bottom oi' the stroke, the inclined surface (f cast to
the hammer pushes the piece (g ) which is fastened to (a). The piece (a) is held in a notch
in (d) by a spring when the rod (d) is up. When (a) is pushed back by (±) the rod (a) is able
to fall, due to its weight, and raise the hammer. This hammer has the disadvantage of the 3iae
blow the same as the one in Fig. (1).
The next drop hammer we will consider is the hammer built by the Miner & Feck Mfg. Co.,
New Haven, Conn.. Fig (4) shows a cut of the machine, and Fig. (5) the details of the head 
constriiction.Thi3 hammer has the catch on the side for supporting the hammer. The trip (g) is 
different and so is the mechanism for moving the roll (e). When the hammer reaches the end 
of the stroke, the inclined part (f) strikes the piece (a). This pushes the lever (b) forward 
against the pull of the spring (c) and allows the rod (d) to fall, moving the roll (e) in con­
tact with the board (h) and raising the hammer. The lever (b) has a handle on it so that the 
rod (d) can be tipped by hand. If the treadle is pressed down and it is desired to give a 
blow without allowing the hammer to rise the full height, the roll can be separated by the hand 
lever (A), causing the blow to be struck. The method of moving the roll (e) is shown in Fig. 
(5), the letters applying to this figure only, except the rod (d) which is the same as the rod 
(d) in Fig. (4). The roll (e) is fastened to the shaft (o) rotating in the box (m) which is 
bushed with the sleeve (i). This sleeve extends outside the box and through the knuckle arm 
(a). The knuckle arm (a) is fastened to the sleeve (b). This sleeve is held in place by the
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ecceritrio shaft (o) which is rotated by the rod (d) at the end of the arm (f). When the rod 
(d) falls, it moves the arm (a) which advances the roll (e) toward the fixed roll (g). The 
weight of the rod (d) is enough to furnish the necessary amount of friction between the lifting 
board and the rolls. The drops described so far have one pulley on the shaft with one roll, 
and the other pulley on the shaft with the other roll.
Fig. (b) 3hows a cut of the hammer made by Williams, White, & Co., Moline, 111., and Fig. 
(7) shows the details of the automatic trip. The main shaft carries two pulleys exactly aiik< 
which are belted to the line shaft and run continuously. In the centre of the shaft is keyed 
a roll similar to (R) Fig. (b), and a spur gear which engages with the gear (s). These gears 
have long teeth so they can be separated. The gear (s) is fastened to the roll (R) which is 
loose on an eccentric shaft controlled by the crank (c) to which is fastened the rod (e). Th< 
weight of the rod (e) moves the roll (R) against the board, and as the two rolls are geared to 
gether and turning in opposite directions, the board and the ram are raised until the ram strii 
the adjustable stop (y). This lifts the rod (e), separating the rolls and the ram falls.
Just below the rolls are two eccentric cldmps (x) similar to the ones shown in Fig. (9). One 
is pivoted on a plain pin and the other on an eccentric pin. These clamps are operated by a 
rod like (d) Fig. (9), that i3 connected to the treadle back of the anvil. These clamps lift 
to let the board move up and then grip it and hold the ram suspended. The automatic trip is 
shown in Fig. (7). The lower end of the rod (e) is cut away leaving a shoulder under which 
the latch (d) catches. This holds the rod (e) up and the rolls away from the board. The
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latch fd) is keyed to the shaft (c) and one end is fastened to the flat spring (f). The in­
clined surface (a) is cast on the hammer and when the hammer falls, it throws out (d) at the 
bottom of the stroke through the arm (b). The arm (b) is adjustable on the shaft (c) to allow 
for different thicknesses of dies. When the treadle is pressed down the clamps (x) are re­
leased and the hammer falls, striking (b) which moves (d) out. The rod (e) then drops closing
the rolls, and the hammer rises until it strikesthe stop (y), raises the rod (e), the latch
(d) holds it up and the hammer falls again. The clamps (x) are held out by the foot on the 
treadle and the treadle is kept down as long as it is desired bo strike blows. When the tread­
le is released after a blow is struck, the hammer rises until it strikes the stop (y) and is 
held there, the rolls being held away from the board by the latch (d). The hammer can be
stopped at any point on the down stroke by simply releasing the treadle, and by pressing light­
ly on the treadle the hammer will descend slowly.
The hammer shown in Fig. (a) is built by the E. W. Bliss Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.. Thi3 ham­
mer is like the one described in every respect except the automatic trip. The claims made for 
the hammer just described, apply to this hammer equally well. Fig. (9) shows the head con­
struction. The rod (d) connects with the treadle and controlls the clamp (x).
Tn this group of drops, all the parts are designed to meet the shock. The bolts are all 
locked so that they will not jar loose and the parts subjected to the greatest wear are made 
so they can be gotten at easily and replaced with little expense. The boards used are either 
oak or maple.
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The next group to consider is the crank drops. A3 the name implies, the hammer is raised 
by a crank, the crank being raised either by a ratchet and a dog, or by friction. In this 
style of drop hammer, the lifting mechanism is not attached to the anvil and guides.
Fig. (10) shows the anvil, hammer, and guide; and Fig. (11) the lifting mechanism of the 
drop hammer built by Williams, White & Co. .Moline, Til.. Figs. (12) arid (13) show the two 
methods of setting up these drops, and Figs. (14), (lb), and (11>) show details of the lifter.
The gear (A), Fig3 . (11) and (14), has internal ratchet teeth and a long hub. It runs loose
on the shaft in the direetion of the arrow, and runs all of the time. The outside, or lift-
w h i c hing crank, (c) is keyed to the shaft and has lour holes withAto vary the height to which the 
hammer head may be lifted. The dog crank (B) is also keyed to the shaft at a slight angle be­
hind (c), as shown in Fig. (lb); so that when (b ) is vertical, the pin in (c) is a little past 
the centre ready to drop when the hook up bar (H) is lifted. The aog crank (B), Fig. (14),
carries a steel dog (D) pivoted at (x) and held into the ratchet wheel (A) by the sprang (s).
Tn this position, the wheel (A) will rotate the shaft and cranks (B,C) and lift the hammer.
The dog (D) and crank (B) project, beyond the wheel (A)3/4 ol an inch and a semicircular guard, 
shaped like (G), Fig. (16), is fastened to the frame at (F,F), Fig. (11), so that it is right 
beside the gear (A). When the dog (D) strikes the guard, it is forced out of contact with the
lu g'/X.jratchet (A) and the hook (H) of the hook up bar engages with the berng-tL the dog crank (B), 
F’ig. (14), and hold3 the shaft at rest with the hammer suspended. The hook up bar (H) is con­
nected to the treadle so a pressure of the foot on the treadle will lift (H) ana the hammer
will fall. Just as the dies strike together, the dog (D) drops off the end of the guard (G), 
the spring (3) engages it with the ratchet (A) and the hammer is lifted. By holding the tread­
le down, the machine runs continuously and strikes from bO to 90 blows per minute. The dog 
(D) may fall faster than the gear (A) revolves, so in continuous running, there may be more 
blows struck than there are revolutions of the gear (A). Whenever the foot is removed from 
the treadle, the hammer will be raised and remain suspended at the top. The connection be­
tween the lifter crank (C) and the hammer is made by means oi a common rope tackle with six or 
eight ropes. This makes it very nice when the men are setting the dies. The belt would be 
thrown off and the hammer allowed to fall, and then they would untie the rope and raise and low­
er the hammer and die as they wished. Then when the dies are all set , the ropes are pulled 
tight and tied again. Tn Fig. (10), the housings (a) have an adjustment, by releasing the 
bolts (b) the screws (c) can be removed. This makes it so that the lower die can be put near­
ly in place and then the housings carefully adjusted, thus saving the time it would take to 
hunt a key of the right size. For forging, the lower die is usually keyed in.
Williams, White & Co. also build a lifter in which the internal ratchet is done away with. 
Tn stead of the ratchet and dog they finish the inside of the gear smooth ana a friction shoe 
replaces the dog (D), the hammer being raised by the friction of the shoe on the inside of the 
gear.
Fig. (17) is a cut of the anvil^guides and hammer; and Fig. (la) 3hows the lifter built by 
The Miner & Peck Mfg. Co., New Haven, Conn.. Figs. (19, 20, & 21) Show details of constructio l
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and the same parts in all the Pigs, (lb) to (21) inclusive are lettered the same. The large 
gear (E) is keyed to sleeve (a) and the ratchet (A) is keyed to sleeve (b). The sleeve (a) 
drives (b) by means of lugs, and rubber washers are placed between the lugs so that any jar 
given the ratchet (A) will not be given to (E). The sleeves (a) & (b) revolve on the shaft 
continuously in the direction of the arrow. The outside or lifting crank (C) is keyed to the 
shaft and has five holes in it with which the height 'of blow can be varied. The dog crank (E)
i
is keyed to the shaft at an angle a little more .than 180° behind the crank (C) as shown in 
Fig. (21). The object of this is that when the crank (B) is vertical, the centre ot the pin 
in crank (C) id a little past the centre and ready to fall when the hook up bar (H) is lowered. 
The dog crank (E) carries a steel dog (D) shown in Fig. (20) which is held in the ratchet wheel 
(A) by the flat spring (S), Fig. (lb).. When the dog i3 held into the ratchet wheel (A), the 
shaft will be turned and the hammer lifted. " The dog (D) has a projection shown in Fig. (20). 
The guard (G) shown in Fig. (19) i3 fastened right beside the ratchet (A). When the dog 
strikes the guard, it is forced out of contact with the ratchet (A) and hook up bars (K) catch 
and hold the crank (B) and this holds the shaft at rest and the hammer suspended. The hook up 
bar is is connected with the treadle so that by pressing down the treadle the hook up bar (H) 
will be depressed and the hammer falls. At the instant the dies strike, the dog (D) drops off 
the end- of the guard (G), the spring (S) engages it with the ratchet (H) and the hammer is 
raised. The hammer is connected to the pin in the crank(C) by means or a leather belt. The 
description of the anvil and guides in Fig. (10) apply eqi.;ally well to Fig. (17).
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tThe claim is made lor crank drops that they work on the most correct principle. When the
lifter crank (C) starts to raise the hammer, it is moving with a very slow velocity in the ver­
tical direction, and so the load is picked up gradually. And again when the hammer is coming 
to rest at the top, the crank (C ) is moving the hammer with a low velocity . Tn this manner, 
a great many of the ,iars are done away with. And then the force of the blow i3 absolutely 
uniform.
The next group to be taken up is "Steam Drop Hammers", There are several or these in the 
market. Ohe is built by the E. ff. Bliss Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. , and is shown in Fig. (22).
This drop is built very much like a steam hammer only it has a single acting steam cylinder.
The steam is admitted on the lower side of the cylinder only. The lever (A) is thrown over,
withdrawing the catch (C) and the hammer falls. Then the lever is moved and the steam is ad­
mitted on the lower side and raises the hammer. The hammer, when it reaches the top, rests on
the catch (C). The housings are adjustable as described in Fig. (10). The admission or re­
lease of steam is controlled by a piston valve fastened to the lever (A) so that when the ham­
mer is ready to fall, the catch (C) is out of the way. This machine strikes a blow whose force 
is due to the weight of the hammer, piston, and piston rod; and the height to which the hammer 
is raised. This machine can raise very heavy dies and so strike a terrible blow. The cut 
shows a machine in which the moving parts weigh 3000# without dies, and it has a fall of 2 Ft.j
Figures (23) and (25) illustrate a style of machine which produces work similar to that 
done by the drop press. These machines are called bending or forming machines. The work is
r>cj 22
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done in dies, but instead of the quick sharp blow of the drop press, they exert a gradual pres­
sure. This allows the metal time to flow into the dies and the claim is made that the pieces 
ire stronger on this account.
Figure (2'6) show3 a cut of the "Bulldozer", the bending machine built by Williams, White 
Co., Moline, 111.. This machine is in reality, a powerful press. It consists of a very 
nassive bed (A), with the cross head (B) moving on it. The 3pace between the cross head (B) 
the end of the 3troke and the tail blocks (bb) is intended for the dies or forms in which
the work is done. The crosshead (B) is driven by the pitman (C) one on each side. These in
turn are driven by the crank pins on the large gears (D D) which are keyed to the same shaft..
The gear (fi) i3 loose on the 3haft (S(and driven continuously by a pinion keyed to the 
shalt to which the fly wheels (F,F) are fastened. Thi3 shaft is driven by a belt running from
the belt pulley (P) to the line shaft. The gear (E) has one half of a three pronged clutch
fastened to it. The other half is moved by the shipper (G). When the clutch is engaged, the 
shaft (S) is rotated revolving the pinion (H) and its counterpart on the opposite side. This 
noves the gears (D D) advancing the crosshead (B). The dies for this machine are often made 
so several motions are given the piece, producing very irregular shapes. Sometimes two story 
dieo are made in order that several operations may be carried on at the same time. The ma­
chines make from six to ten strokes per minute.
Figure (24) shows some of the intricate shapes that are made on the Bulldozer. (a) i£ a
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sleigh knee, (b) is a leveler for an agricultural implement, and (c) are cultivator irons.
Figure (£25) is the cut of the forming machine built by the National Machinery Co. of Tif­
fin, Ohio. This machine is built on the same principle as the one shown in Figure (25).
It has the massive bed with the crosshead moving on it. This crosshead is driven by a pit­
man on each side. fiach pitman is in turn driven by an eccentric keyed to the main shaft on 
whic'h, one gear only is keyed instead of two as in the other machine. This gear (A) is driven 
by the friction clutch (B) by means of the train of gearing (c c). There are no balance 
wheels on this machine. The pulley (D) is loose on the shaft and runs continuously. When 
the lever (L) is thrown over, the friction clutch (B) is engaged with the pulley (D) and the 
crosshead advances.
Figure (20) shows some of the forgings made on these machines. The value of both of 
these machines depends on the skill of the operator in making the dies or forms.
Whenever it is desired to make a large number of duplicate forgings, it is found to be 
cheaper to make drop forgings. By this process, the pieces are made more rapidly and accu­
rately than a blacksmith and helper could make them. The list given below is taken from the 
catalogue of J. H. Williams & Co., Brooklyn, New York. They make special drop forgings for: 
Typewriters. Agricultural Machinery. Adjustable and Solid Wrenches.
Bookbinders’ Machinery. Bottling and Wiring Machinery. Chain Links and Hooks.
Cable Transmission Machinery. Harness and Saddlery. Ice Cutting Machinery.
3 7
Boilermakers' and Blacksmiths' Tools.
Cotton, Flax, Jute, and Wool Machinery.
Dynamos, Electric Motors and Apparatus.
Hemp and Wire Rope Machinery and Appliances 
Lumbermen's Tools and Appliances.
Printing Presses and Printers’ Tools.
Pipe Wrenches, Cutters, and Vices.
Pipe Cutting and Threading Machinery.
Rock Drills and Mining Machinery.
Railway Brakes, Tools, and Appliances.
Steam, Gas, and Hot Air Engines.
Stone Cutters' Machinery and Tools.
Store Service and Cash Registry Machinery.
Trolley and Cable Railway Fittings.
Telephone and Telegraph Appliances.
Carpenters' Tools.
Sugar Machinery, etc.
This List shows the great variety of work to which the process is applied
When the pieces come from the drop press, they are rough and need to be machined if smooth 
surfaces are required. Plates (27) to (30) inclusive, show a large number of cuts of forg-
Refrigerating Machinery. Bicycles.
Hydraulic and Lever Jacks. Fire Arms.
Surgical Instiuiments. Sewing Machines.
Tap Wrenches and Dies. Bolt Cutters.
Wood-working Machinery. Cooking Ranges.
Weighing Machines. Elevators.
Conductors' Punches. Hydrants.
Gymnasium Apparatus. Tnj ectors.
Jewellers' Tools. Locomotives.
Kni11 ing Machinery. Lawn Mowers.
Laundry Machinery. Machine Tools.
Oil Well Apparatus. Machinists' Tool
Tobacco Machinery. Chucks.
Automatic Sprinklers. Hail Pullers.
Saw Mill Machinery. Steam Pumps.
Ratchet Drills. Shoe Machinery.
2  7
BICYCLE PARTS.
3 ?
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SEWING-MACHINE AND GUN PARTS.
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ings made in drop presses, T±' we consider the term, drop forgings, in its broadest sense, 
the work shown in figures (24) and (2d) are samples of drop forgings. The term, drop lorg-
ings, in its broadest meaning applies to all machine forgings, but to be more accurate, only 
those forgings made in dies under a drop press should be called drop forgings.
Tn the manufacture of drop forgings, the piece is first "blocked” out. in power presses, 
or under trip hammers. Next the piece i3 roughed out in a roughing die or dies, then the fin, 
the thin web- of metal that spreads out where the dies meet, is trimmed off in a trimming press, 
and the piece is finished in the finishing die. Perhaps as good a way as any to make the pro­
cess plain is to take an extract from a letter written by Merrill Bros.,Brooklyn, New York, de­
scribing the method of manufacturing their turn buckle.
"Of course it is generally known that drop forging is done in dies.. Sometimes dies are 
made of cast iron or, cut by suitable tools of,mild, or cast steel. The stock has usually to 
be prepared (known or spoken of as blocked out) for the finishing die. Trip hammers are us­
ually used for this purpose. Often one, and sometimes two blocking impressions are made in 
the same die that ha3 the finished impression. The finished impression is in the middle, the 
others on each side***»****«»«*. Will describe the method of forging the weldless turnbuckle.
lot, A piece of iron or steel is cut to lengths.
2nd, Tt is then drawn or flattened in the middle.
3rd, Then put in die and shaped.
4th, Then the centre is punched out and outside fin trimmed off.
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5th, Then replaced in finishing die and reduced by repeated blows to proper size.
6th, Retrimmed both inside and outside.
This leaves the ends the proper shape but solid. They are then drilled, and tapped right 
and left hand to produce the finished article.
The center is still solid but 
thinner than the two sides 
which in the die are round.
Every article made has a slight bevel on it which is necessary to lift it out of the die. 
When a piece is being forged, if the die is somewhat deep, say 1-ijr" to 2" deep, it is necessary 
to lift the piecefwhich is usxially on the end of a bar) up out of the die a little before the 
second blow is struck, and so alter each blow, otherwise the piece is quite likely to stick in 
the die. It is also a curious fact that the metal will rise up into the upper die more read­
ily than it can be forced into the lower die. *»*#*#««*_ When a piece is forged, the ex­
cess of metal is forced out as a thin web which is spoken of as a fin and which is trimmed off
f=—  1 — ■—  —  —   ------- -------- -- -— =—  l
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in a press. "
It is very important that dies should be correctly made and kept in good condition if sat­
isfactory work is to be expected. Dies are very expensive and if they are not carefully han­
dled, it often happens that only five or six pieces can be made before it becomes necessary to 
make a new set. While under good conditions, it is expected that several thousand forgings 
can be made before the dies wear out or break. The dies are sometimes made of cast iron or 
mild steel, but usually tool steel i3 used and the dies are hardened. A small piece o± steel 
having the impressions is firmly fixed in a large cast iron block called a die block. Thi3 is
done to economize in the use of the tool steel. Dies are impressions made in steel so that 
when the hot metal is forced into the dies it will be given the required shape. There are 
two kinds of dies, open and closed. When open dies are used the surplus metal can be forced
out at one or more places without having to form a fin. Tn closed die3, the only place for 
the surplus metal to flow is in a thin web between the two parts. This thin web of metal is 
called a fin. Dies are made by two different methods. The first method is called"Tyx>ing" 
and consists of driving a piece of metal having the form of the required forging into the block 
of metal which has been softened by heating. Typing requires great care or small cracks or 
checks will be developed. After the die block has become cool the top is planed off, as the 
corners are left round by the type. The second method of die sinking consists in cutting out 
the metal by hand tools or by die sinking machines. Tn die sinking by hand, forms are made
of tin to aid in giving the desired shape.to the impressions. First the top or the block is 
covered with chalk and then the shape of the torging is marked on it by light prick punch marks. 
Then the cutting begins, first with small drills, then with roughing chisels, and finished with
finishing chisels and tiles where they can be used. Mr. B. F. Spalding, in a series
cles in the American Machinist, treats the subject of dies and die making very fully, 
articles are as follows:
Practical Details of Die Sinking.
Am. Mach. Sept. lb, 1892. page 9.
Sept. 22, 1892. page 1.
Dec. 29, 1892. page 3.
Selecting Steel fory-Using and Repairing Drop Dies.
Am. Mach. Feb. 9, 189b. page 1.
Die Sinking Using the Die Sinking Machine.
Am. Mach. June 29, 1593. page 1. 
Hardening Steel Dies.
Am. Mach. July 7, lo92. page 1.
Working Steel.
of arti-
These
Am. Mach. July 28, 1892.
The subject o±‘ foundations for drop presses is important, and one on which there is a 
great difference of opinion. Some claim that the foundation should be rigid and rock like, 
others claim that it should be elastic. Mr. C. fi. Billings, in a paper read before the Amer­
ican Society of Mechanical Engineers, and published in Vol. 17 of the transactions, says;
"Tn ray opinion, it is not a question of rigid or elastic foundation, but depends on the weight 
of the base of the drop press relative to the weight of the ram. If we make the base heavy 
enough, no foundation will be necessary. Tt is apparent that if a man tried to do some hand 
forging with an ordinary flat iron held bottom side up between his knees for an anvil, the re­
sults would not be altogether satisfactory; but if it were possible for him to hold a piece of 
iron weighing, say 400 lbs., on his knees, he would do more execution with his hammer, and in 
addition could stand some pretty good blows from his helper's sledge". Then he describes what 
he considers a good foundation. Tn the discussion of Mr. Billings' paper, Mr. John Fritz said 
that at the Bethlehem Tron Co. they had found it necessary to use an elastic foundation.
Mr. F. W, Dean said that the Calumet & Hecla Mining Co. had found the o\itput of a stamp with a 
rigid foundation much greater than One with an elastic foundation.
A few references on the subject of drop forgings and forging machinery are;
Foundations for Drop Presses. Eng. News.Feb. 22, 1890. Vol. XXIII page 18b
Drop Hammer Lifter. Am. Mach.Feb. 9, 1893. page 1.
Drop Press. Am. Mach.Oct. 12, la93. page 11.
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Drop Hammers.
Steam Drop Hammer. 
Drop Hammer.
The Her cities Bending 
Drop Hammer.
Electric Forging.
Am. Mach.
Am. Mach.
Am. Mach.
and Forming Machine 
R. R . Ga i.
Mar. 2o, 1691. pa.
April 11 , 1669.
Nov. 14, 1669. pa.
. R. Gaz.
Vol. 24, page 764
Vol. 27, page 759
Elect. World. Jan. 27, lo9o
Lond. Eng. Sept. 22, 1693
Electricity. Apr. 19, 1693
Tests were made to determine the effect of the processes of drop-forging and hand-forging 
upon iron and steel. Test pieces were obtained from Williams, White & Co., Moline, Til., and 
from The Billings & Spencer Co., Hartford, Conn.. Half of the pieces were drop-forged at the 
factories to the shape shown in figure 3/» and the other half were shipped just as they came 
from the shears.
7 7 c j . 31.
Of the bars received from Williams, White & Co., five of the steel and five of the wrought 
iron were given to a blacksmith and hand forgings made according to sketch, figure The
blacksmith was an experienced man and a good workman. The pieces were forged v/ith the help 
or a striker.
Of the remainder of the bars five of the wrought iron and five of the steel were put in 
a lathe, and turned to the size 3hown in figure 31.
Tensile tests of these pieces were then made in a iiOOOOO# Olsen testing machine in the 
Laboratory of Applied Mechanics of the University of Illinois. The original and final diame­
ter over the entire piece were measured. Eight inches was marked on the piece before break­
ing and the elongation in eight inches was determined. The yield point, maximum load, and the
4?
breaking load were also recorded.
Tables I, IT, and TIT give the observed data lor the original,stock, drop-forged, and 
hand-forged pieces ol wrought iron. The tables IV, V, and VI, give the data lor the steel 
pieces. The tables VTT to XTI inclusive give the results obtained Irom the data in tables
I to VI. Table XTTT contains the averages of the live test pieces ol each kind and is in a
form admitting comparison. To make comparison easier, the results ol tables VTI, VTTI, and IX 
for the wrought iron are platted on one page, diagram number one. The numbers ol the pieces 
are laid off at regular intervals as abscissae, and the ultimate strength, yield point, reduc­
tion of area, both, at fracture and general, and the elongation are taken as ordinates. The 
average values of each are drawn in red lines. A similar diagram was constructed for the
steel specimens, diagram number two. Diagram number three was made using the average values 
given in table XTTT. The kind of specimen (as drop-forged), was taken as abscissae, and the 
average ultimate strength, yield point, etc. as ordinates. The values in black represent 
steel pieces and the red wrought iron.
A cold bend test of one of the steel drop-forgings was made. A very bad break was opened 
when the piece had been bent through an angle 01 only 50 degrees.
Forty tests were made on the specimens obtained from The Billings & Spencer Co.. In 
these tests, there were ten pieces of stock and ten drop-forgings of wrought iron, and the 
same number of steel specimens. No hand-forgings were made. The plan followed in these test
wa3 the same as that in the other tests. The data of the wrought iron tests are in table XIV,
5T0
and data lor the steel in table XV, and the results ol both are in tables XVT and XVII.
Table XVTTT gives the averages lor the ten specimens ol each kind. Diagrams number 4, 5, and 
6 are made ol tables XVI to XVITI inclusive.
From the inspection ol these tests it would be concluded that the drop-lorging process 
tends to make the ultimate strength ol the metal greater. In every case except the steel 
drop-lorgings from Williams, White & Co., The average strength ol the drop forgings is greater 
than the average of the stock. We see that the wrought iron hand-forgings are stronger than 
the stock, while the steel hand-forgings are weaker. The steel hand-forgings being weaker, 
indicates that in handling steel it is necessary that the stock be at the right heat while 
working it.
The wrought iron in both of these tests was very good stock, that in the first lot being 
the better. The steel from Williams, White & Co. was moderate grade machine steel, while 
that from The Billings & Spencer Co. is very good stock.
The ductility of the metal is reduced by drop forging. This is shown by the decrease 
in elongation of the piece, and also by the decrease in reduction ol area. The ten steel 
forgings from The Billings & Spencer Co. had a greater reduction at fracture than the stock, 
but the elongation and general reduction was much lower. The cold bend test also shows this. 
The fracture appearing so quickly shows a lack ol ductility.
5 /
The process tends to make the section less homogeneous. The photograph or piece number 
31 shows this very well. the piece, instead ox being one solid section, appears to be made 
up of a number of strands.
There is a great lack ox uniformity ox strength of the finished pieces. Tnis is shown 
very plainly by a comparison of the ultimate strength of the steel pieces from The Billings & 
Spencer Co.. These vary in ultimate strength from £000 lbs. per sq.in. below the average to 
5000 lbs. per sq.in. above. One cause of the lack of uniformity of strength is due to the 
fact that in heating, the pieces will not be heated to the same temperature. Tf the piece is 
too cold the different fibers will not weld. With steel, greater care must be exercised in 
this respect than with wrought iron. The appearance of the steel pieces from Williams, White 
& Co., in the opinion of the writer, shows that the pieces were burnt, and this fact had a 
great deal to do in reducing the strength.
From these tests the writer concludes that there are good drop-forgings and poor drop- 
forgings, and that rigid specifications and inspection should be made to cover drop-forgings 
as well as other constructive materials, wherever much depends on the strength and other pro­
perties.
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